The previous results about the parametric solutions of eigenstructure assignment for singular systems applied by pure proportional or proportional-plus-derivative state feedback can only apply to controllable systems. It is because the parametric solutions of the right generalized eigenvectors corresponding to the infinite and uncontrollable finite eigenvalues have still not been found. In this paper, the Ž parametric solutions of the right generalized eigenvectors for finite controllable or . Ž . uncontrollable eigenvalues and infinite controllable or uncontrollable eigenvalues, when the system is applied by pure proportional or proportional-plus-derivative state feedback, are given. Hence, the parametric solution of eigenstructure assignment can be used to design the state feedback of both the controllable and uncontrollable systems. The condition for detecting the regularity of the resulting system is also given. ᮊ
INTRODUCTION
The parametric solutions of eigenstructure assignment for normal sysw x w x tems 1 have been studied by many researchers 2᎐9 . If the state feedback is designed by eigenstructure assignment, not only the eigenvalues but also the right generalized eigenvectors can be assigned. These solutions have w x been further generalized to singular systems 10᎐14 of the type
Ex t s Ax t q Bu t , 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . n Ž .
m n =n n =m where x t g R , u t g R , E, A g R , B g R , and Rank E s Ž . q, q F n. The regularity of A y E is assumed. Normal systems are Ž . special cases of 1 where q s n.
Singular systems have the ability to capture the dynamic behavior of many physical phenomena, so they are applied in many fields, such as network theory, robotics, and economics. In the research about linear controller design of singular systems, two types of feedback are frequently used. One is the pure proportional state feedback u t s K x t , K g R m= n , 2 Ž . Ž . Ž . Among those who have researched the parametric solutions of the eigenstructure problem for singular systems applied by pure proportional w x state feedback, Fahmy and O'Reilly 10 developed solutions that were applicable only to the controllable system and the eigenvalues of the resulting system cannot coincide with those of the original system. Duan w x 11 gave a parametric solution calculated by the Smith form of the matrix pencil; however, his solutions were not parametric if the system was w x uncontrollable. Chen and Chang 12 generalized the results of Fahmy and w x O'Reilly 10 to the strongly controllable system. This condition was more Ž w x. general than the controllable system see 15᎐17 . But their results cannot be applied to the strongly uncontrollable systems. w x w x Chen and Chang 13 and Jing 14 have developed the parametric solutions of eigenstructure assignment for singular systems applied by the Ž . special case of proportional-plus-derivative state feedback 3 where K s 2 Ž . ␣ K i.e., the constant-ration-proportional-derivative state feedback . 1 However, their solutions also can only be applied to controllable systems. Furthermore, in all of the previous research, the parametric solutions of the eigenstructure assignment problem for infinite eigenvalues have never been considered. Therefore, if a system is uncontrollable, its state feedback cannot be designed using the previous results about the parametric solutions of eigenstructure assignment. In this paper, we obtain parametric solutions of eigenstructure assignment that can be used to design the pure proportional state feedback and proportional-plus-derivative state feedback for both controllable and uncontrollable singular systems. The parametric Ž solutions of right generalized eigenvectors for finite controllable or un-. Ž . controllable eigenvalue and infinite controllable or uncontrollable eigenvalues, when the system is applied by pure proportional and proportional-plus-derivative state feedback, are all obtained. For ensuring the Ž . uniqueness of the state responses x t , the singular system should be regular. In this paper, the condition for detecting the regularity of the resulting systems is also given.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, some concepts and notations about the controllability and uncontrollability of finite and infinite eigenvalues are discussed. The eigenstructure assignment problem and a condition for detecting the regularity of the resulting system are stated in Section 3. In Section 4, the parametric solutions of right generalized eigenvectors for controllable and uncontrollable finite eigenvalues are given. The parametric solutions of right generalized eigenvectors for the controllable and uncontrollable infinite eigenvalues are given in Section 5. In Section 6, we give an example where the proportional-plus-derivative feedback is designed for an uncontrollable system. The state feedback design in this example cannot be achieved by any previous results about the parametric solutions of eigenstructure assignment. Section 7 concludes the paper. 
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The set of w and y is defined in a manner similar to the
set of¨k. i j w x By a similar method as used by Kleion and Moore 3 , the following theorem stating the existing condition of real K and K can be obtained. following three conditions are satisfied.
Ž . For ensuring the uniqueness of the state response x t , the singular w x system should be regular 17, p. 6 . For considering the regularity of the resulting system, the following lemma is given. Proof. See Appendix A.
So, in Theorem 3.1, if the resulting system is required to be regular, the following condition should be added: Ž . given the parametric solutions of 12 in the case ␥ s 0, i.e., the pure proportional state feedback, and the eigenvalues must be controllable. In all previous research, the infinite eigenvalue was never considered. So the Ž . parametric solutions of 13 have not been discussed.
In the following, we obtain the more general parametric solutions of¨k, i j k k Ž . Ž . w , and y in 12 for controllable or uncontrollable finite eigenvalues in 
MAIN RESULTS FOR THE FINITE EIGENVALUES
The relation demonstrating the assignable right generalized eigenvectors Ž . with the finite eigenvalues is 12 . Our main work in this section is to find w xP
where where 
MAIN RESULTS FOR THE INFINITE EIGENVALUES
The relation demonstrating the assignable right generalized eigenvectors Ž . with the infinite eigenvalues is 13 . Our main work in this section is to where where S ϱl g R Ž mqnyr .=Ž ϱ1 q и и и q ϱl . , S ϱl g R Ž mqnyr .=Ž ϱŽ lq 1 .q и и и q ϱ ϱ q2 m. , 11 12 S ϱl g R m= Ž ϱ1 q и и и q ϱl . , S ϱl g R m= Ž ϱŽ lq 1. q и и и q ϱ ϱ q2 m. , and the matrix is nonsingular. By a similar method for finite eigenvalues, the following theorem concerning the parametric solutions with the infinite eigenvalue when k G 2 can be obtained. Ž . 
This system has uncontrollable finite eigenvalue y1, controllable finite eigenvalue 1, and uncontrollable infinite eigenvalue. For the uncontrol- For the uncontrollable infinite eigenvalue, s 1, s 2, and
Since the system contains the uncontrollable finite and infinite eigenvalue, pure proportional or proportional-plus-derivative state feedback cannot be designed by the previous research about the parametric solutions of eigenstructure assignment. However, they can be designed by our solutions.
The eigenvalue 1 is unstable. We want to use the pure proportionalplus-derivative state feedback to stabilize the system. We prepare to move the unstable finite eigenvalue 1 to the stable finite eigenvalue y1. Then the resulting system would have infinite eigenvalue where s 1, s 2,
and finite eigenvalue s y1 where s 2, s 2, and s 1.
According to our solutions, the assignable right generalized eigenvectors are as follows. 
Ž .
1 Since , F , the assignable right generalized eigenvec- 11 12 11 tors for the uncontrollable finite eigenvalue s y1 are 
y1 2 y1 1 00 y1 0 0 y1 y1.5 0.5 y2 2 y0.5
This system contains the infinite eigenvalue, the finite eigenvalue y1, and the assigned right generalized eigenvectors V.
CONCLUSION
The parametric solutions of the right generalized eigenvectors for finite Ž . Ž controllable or uncontrollable eigenvalues and controllable or uncon-. trollable infinite eigenvalues, when the system is applied by pure proportional or proportional-plus-derivative state feedback, are given. By these results, the parametric solution of eigenstructure can be used to design the Ž . state feedback of controllable or uncontrollable systems. A condition for detecting the regularity of the resulting system is also given, which is explicitly represented in terms of the possible solutions. After the uncontrollability information is obtained, only elementary column and row operations are needed to construct the solutions.
APPENDIX
A. Proof of Lemma 3.1. Let
where J g R i j = i j is in Jordan form with eigenvalue and N g R
is in Jordan form with eigenvalue 0. Then it can be shown that
is regular, a number g C 
